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The views and examples found in this paper are based on a case
C)

study of the School of Education, University of Massachusetts. Over 100

interviews with 79 subjects were conducted during 1972, focusing on the

flow of resources for 39 funded projects active at the School curing

1971-1972. Project funding from federal and state government agencies

and private foundations, combined with human and material resources

available to the School, was intended to be a key element in a strategy

to build a national reputation for the organization as a whole and to

enable members to have "a maximum positive impact upon educational

thinking, training, and practice."

The principal objective of the case study was to understand

how one organization in American higher education employed available

resources in order to promote both internal and external reform in the

field of education. Among the more important issues included under this

broad objective were:

1. The role of individual and institutional n reputation" in

channeling resource flow between a marketplace of funding agencies and

higher education organizations.

2. The intended functions and actual uses of administrative

structures regulating the flow of resources (a) from a university's



external environment, as well as (b) among the subordinate parts

of the university.

3. The uses of project resources as sets of incentives for

individual participation in reputedly innovative, problem-solving ac-

tivities.

4. The role of organizational leadership in creating, maintaining,

and cooranating both resource flow and the variety of incentives for

innovative activities which may be derived from that flow.

The Context of the Case Stud

Two major themes dominate the contemporary discussions of American

post-secondary education. Cne is the theme of resource utilization,

the other that of institutional reform and innovation. The first indi-

cates a concern for the effectiveness with which administrators, faculty,

students, and society in general employ financial and human resources in

pursuit of their many goals. The second indicates a concern for the

definition and selection of the goals themselves. Thus the two themes

complement each other as the two aspects of an ends-means analysis in-

tended to make post-secondary education an ever more productive, more

responsible sector of American and world society.

Overall, the diversity And depth of outside funding in American

higher education has been given credit for the relative openness to

innovation of American universities in comparison to their European

counterparts (Clark, 1971; Yates, 1971). In this vieu, openness to

innovation varies with the amounts of outside support specifically as-

signed to innovative activities, with an organizations's security in

wealth and prestige (htgh degrees of security resulting in less fear

of risk-taking), and with the extent to which the organization is forced

to compete to major markets for students, faculty and funds.
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The mood of the present decade has been one of financial

stabilization. The slower pace of financial growth has brought on a

period of caution, even crisis, in institution after institution (Cheit,

1971; Hudgins & Phillips, 1971). The victories and successes of the

1960's -- absorbing massive new student populations, raising faculty

salaries and status to attractive levels within American society, in-

creasing the nation's commitments to higher education from about 1 percent

to about 2.5.percent of the gross national product -- are being seen now

in terms of their once-hidden costs and their newly visible pressures

for reform. The bulk of the new student clientele could not be integrated

into the scholarly research orientation which had come to dominate faculty

ambitions during the previous twenty years (Cross, 1971, 1973). A faculty

which gained organizational ascendance by promoting the research ethic

is viewed by some as a tenured obstacle to the successful accomplishment

of the changed tasks which society set before higher education (Newman

et al., 1971).

The yeasty financinf, of higher education in the 1960's raised

expectations of continued comforts which only made more divisive and

difficult the necessity of restraining growth while adapting to new ex-

pectations, nev tasks. In a period of financial stabilization, advocates

of reform, well aware of the vested interests found within higher educa-

tion organizations, have turned to the marketplace as the testing ground

for calls on the nation's resources.

All forms of financing are being examined not only in terms of

the advantages to the populations most immediately served, but also in

terms of the institutional consequences of particular types of resource

distribution. Federal and state aid, for example, could reinforce exist-

ing institutions through direct grants or it could subsidize market
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pressures if distributed as direct student aid, leaving the institutional

choices to students. The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (1972),

for example, saw direct tuition assistance as a means of letting students

"conduct the search for lower costs, higher quality and greater diversity

(p.23)."

Similarly, project funding is now being seen as an available

strategy for major institutional reform rather than in its traditional

role as an instrument for the achievement of more limited tasks. Project

funding has been seen in the past by most funding agencies as a way to

use "seed mone for projects of relatively short duration but with the

potential for longer-range impact once intellectual and political via-

bility has been proven and the supporting costs absorbed by the "parent"

organization. In more recent; years, some reformers have looked to

project funding as a mechanism which, if funded on a sufficiently large

scale, would move from a hit-and-run seed money strategy to a basic

competitive structure reshaping the environment of higher and post-

secondary education. For example, the Newman task force (1971) suggested

that if each state;

would view itself as a funding agency responding to
proposals from individual campuses, flexibility and
coordination would both be enhanced. Each campus needs
the assurance of a base budget, but probably at least
a third of the funding needed could be supplied on a
project basis (p.74).

Moreover, the task force concluded that "the foremost task for public

policy is to create conditions under which new educational enterprises

can be founded and can endure (p.63);" and recommended the use of a

competitive proposal grant system as the best means of implementing that

conclusion. Responding to these suggestions, Congress in the higher

education amendments of 1972 authorized the use of grants and contracts



to encourage "the reform innovation and improvement of post -- secondary

education (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1973,

p.51)."

I hAve attempted in the paragraphs above to outline the princi-

pal conditions shaping the contemporary market for the funding of inno-

vation in American colleges and universities. In the following pages

we will be examining how one organization recruited and employed outside

funding as the key resource in its own program of innovation and reform.

In so doing, we may come to a better understanding of some of the op-

portunities and problems associated with the project strategy within

a university structure.

Reputation and Resources

Three yew- after the arrival of a new dean of the School of

Education, University of Massachusetts, the University's Graduate School

invited Daniel E. Griffiths, the dean of New York University's School of

Education and a leading student of educaticnal organizations, to assess

the School's new programs. "I doubt," Griffiths (1971) wrote, "that

any school of education in the United States has ever undertaken so

radical and far-reaching a number of changes (p.1)." The image of the

School of Education at UMass as an organization undergoing radical ex-

perimentation was an image shared by both proponents and opponents of

the School's course during the deanship of Dwight Allen.

Highly visible gestures included the cancelling of all courses

and degree requirements for doctoral students during the first year of

what was known as the "new" School of Education, considering faculty

and doctoral students as heirarchical equals in the community of edu-

cators, aggressively establishing many contacts between the School and
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other education agencies, avid focusing the School's energies on project

activism in frequent preference to classroom scholarship. The School

began to attract national journalistic attention which reinforced this

self-anoited image of radicalism (Roberts, 1969; Resnik, 1972; Nathan,

1971; Time, 1970).

Compared to the range of changes occurring elsewhere in American

higher education during the 1960's and early 1970's the School was in-

volved in almost every kind of experimentation (Heiss, 1973). Organized

internally by fluid "centers" rather than departments, with redefined

faculty and student roles, with the restructuring and reconceptualizing

of grading and scheduling perocedures, course content, governance reform,

admissions criteria, student and teacher evaluations, and so forth, the

School qualified for recognition as a large-scale educational experiment.

Externally, the School's members used funded and non-funded projects

dealing with many types of educational change as the principal means of

identifying themselves with the vanguard of social reform.

The School advertised itself as a living case of an "alternative"

organization still in its formative stages. But how was this alleged

alternative, this newly evolved species, able to survive and prosper?

That question raises in turn several others, all directed back again to

the central issue of how the resources of American society are distributed

as incentives or disincentives for the formation of innovative organi-

zations designed tc rplp !..11ve the problems confronting that society.

What are the structural characteristics of innovative systems in higher

education? How do individuals with ideas and energy gain the resources

and influence needed to establish effective organizations? How are

resources used to integrate diverse personal interests into those
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organizations, making possible the utilization of accumulated resources

for purposes which will be recognized as innovative and worthwhile?

The School's dean readily acknowledged that outside funding was

the key element in a strategy to establish the School as a viable in-

stitution. In the 1971-1972 fiscal year during which the information

for this study was collected, thcl School was the operational base for

projects with awards totalling nearly $4,600,000. At the same time,

support received from the State-allocated University of Massachusetts

budget amounted to less than $2,400,000. Where the previous dean had

counted five funded projects during the final year of his tenure, the

new dean could report twenty-three funded projects by the end of his

eighteenth month in office (Allen, 1969). During that time, outside

forces had added over one million dollars to the School's budget.

Outside funding was available, but equally as important, it was

available from a wide variety of sources, each with its own sets of decision

makers and its own sets of priorities and criteria. On the one hand, the

School was pressed to shape its interests to the will of the marketplace.

On the other hand, the market place was not uniform or dictatorial. Both

buyer and seller could maneuver in the competition of ideas, personali-

ties, and funds. This is not to say that the competition was perfect.

Clear judgments on the merit of ideas and the capabilities of individuals

are not always possible under the best of circumstances. The risk of

mistaken decisions, absorbed in conventions of assurances such as person-

al familiarity with the applicant or faith in the reputatiOn of an appli-

cant's institutional associations, may result in biases which inhibit

contributions from relatively unknown persons and institutions. But for

individuals %AUL% to work within these limitations, the diversity of
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sources of project support offered many more incentives, much more reason

to hope for success, than a system of resource distribution tied to nar-

rower and fewer sets of funding priorities. Variety of funding sources

Was, of course, more than matched by variety of applicants. From an

agency point of view, the School was one among many applicants.

In the present case, we found that the members of the "new"

School were able to forge their identities as innovators and were able

to draw on the marketplace for support of projects in the field of edu-

cation. To do so, required individuals with the ability to establish

their personal credibility with agency representatives, to identify

areas in which agency and applicant had mutual interests, and to create

a rationale for each project, justifying the allocation of resources to

the School rather than to some other organization. The repeated success

of individuals at the School to do this established the basic facts of

the project grant and contract system: that resources from diverse

sources were not randomly distributed, and that with astute planning

and energetic pursuit, a group of individuals could collect and shape

outside funding to their own purposes, building in the process an or-

ganization's reputation as an advocate of innovation and reform

Reputation, both personal and institutional, was a central factor

in creating the scale and regularity of resource flow for projects at the

School. In some instances, project opportunities literally "walked" into

the School, while in others, applicants followed "official" proposal proce-

dures. The great bulk of successful projects, however, were developed

out of more extensive contacts with agency decison-makers. These con-

tacts involved repeated explorations of the plans, directions, opportun-

ities, and capabilities of both grantor and grantee. Successful project
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funding efforts often began not as crisply defined proposals, but rather

as explorative, tentative discussions based on apparent mutual concerns.

This direct personal contact created the opportunity for direct personal

judgment of the abilities and reliability of individuals to whom agency

resources would be entrusted. Direct contact, supplemented with histor-

ies of past performance and the general reputation of individuals as re-

ported by other observers, was the foundation upon which the bulk of

funding decisions appeared to have been made.

Decisions on funding were also tied to the institutional associa-

tion of the applicant. The University provided operational credibility

to project proposals by establishing standards and controls governing

the qualifications and actions of individuals participating in projects.

Institutional membership implied also acceptance of the applicant by his

professional peers and the likelihood of similarly qualified assistance

when needed. These many judgments of individual and institutional repu-

tations were made because they were more "rational" predictors of pro-

ject performance than were the project proposals which dominate the

"official" understanding of the funding process. But as a consequence,

this system imposed a special burden of proof upon those who wished to

step outside the standard solutions or modes of operation.

At the School of Education, the dean was the central figure ini-

tiating the flow of outside resources to the School. The meshing of his

personal goals with the willingness of the University of Massachusetts

to give the new dean a wide mandate to build a School of national stand-

ing enabled Dwight Allen to approach funding agencies with a credibility

built on both his own past performance as an administrator and advocate
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and on the discretionary authority provided in his formal position within

the University hierarchy. By recruiting others who shared his broad pur-

poses oflarge scale activism, and by reshaping administrative structures

within the School, the dean sought to establish an organization whose

members would both share in and enhance the credibility, discretion, and

resources initially and temporarily vested in him. This further meshing

of individual and institutional identities was an important component of

the success of the School's project strategy.

Structure and Control

Funding agencies looked to the University for proof of an appli-

cant's respectability within his profession and for the accounting of

agency funds. University procedures for the approval of'project proposals

were designed at least in part to serve the interests of funding agencies

rather than of the University's own members. Obviously, restrictions of

institutional association were part of the price individual members paid

in order to qualify for wider recognition outside the University.. Equal-

ly, providing accounting services was part of the price the University

paid in order to qualify as a respected operational base for research and

program development, and thus as a recipient of resources.

There are three essential points to be made concerning the function

of the organizational structures described in this study. First, it must be

recognized that rules and procedures are made to serve the interest of the

persons who authorize them. Generally speaking, the purpose of routine

procedures is to simplify, "solve," administrative problems: they are ad-

ministrative responses to perceived pressures. At the University of Massa-

chusetts during the period of this study, the proposal approval structure

was concerned chiefly with matters of personnel selection, financial payments,
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and potential political involvements. Taken together, these concerns could

be grouped under the broader heading of commitments of University resources

to project purposes. The multi-level review of proposals and contracts was

intended to screen proposed relationships between University members and

external agencies for all possible compromises of University resources.

This screening in turn compelled individual members to recognize the policies

and interests of the University and to frame individual purposes and prac-

tices within those boundaries. The proposal review process within the

University was, in fact, a form of socialization, inculcating the scruples

and propriety of University officials. Thus the associate graduate dean for

research, newly appointed in 1971, could report that in contrast to stor-

ies of conflict which he had heard before assuming his position, within

his own experience proposals from the School of Education did not try to

"pull fast ones." He recognized, however, that the only way to guarantee

this satisfactory state of affairs was to have an office such as his with

a person responsible for reviewing all proposals.

Secondly, it must also be recognized that organizational structure

directs communication to selected individuals, designing patterns of so-

cial interaction. From the point of view of the project applicant, these

patterns represent paths to be followed it order to attain desired out-

comes, such as University approval of a project proposal. They also
4

represent paths by which the individual may attempt to influence University

policy. The University's interest in administrative structure is to exer-

cise control over its many component parts. Both parties, therefore, can

be said to employ organizational structure as a means of routinizing

issues that require no new decisions and of testing issues that are be-

ing presented for discussion. One might say that without the "excuse"
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of outside funding, issues of admissions, salaries, appointments, off-

campus involvements "on-campus reorganization and so forth would not

have been raised because they would have been only hypothetical. With

funding with the attention and energies of specific individuals diredted

toward specific, substantive decisions, a wide range of policy issues

were brought to the attention of University administrators.

The third point to be recognized is that the design of adminis-

trative structures can incorporate crucial incentives or'disincentives

for innovative projects. The inclusion of these factors can be either

intentional or unintentional. Even with the best of intentions to serve

all appropriate claims on University approval and resources, a project

'approval structure may appear to be an obstacle to the goals of members.

It is in the concerns made operative in administrative structures, rather

than in the rhetoric of public statements, that an organization's goals

are mforcAd. For example, a continued lack of response to the needs of

a particular segment of the School's membership -- -as for example, for a

more timely, less cumbersome, review process--is a clear indication of

the priorities of the organization's administrators. The tension be-

tween seeking to encourage outside funding generally while securing the

coordination of information for administrative purposes, the tension be-

tween the University seeking to define and preserve its own identity

while project staffs seek to make the University an effective agent of

support for their purposes, are inevitable tensions which organizational

structures are meant to mediate. Not only the design of these procedures,

but also the processes by which they are evaluAed and changed, incorpor-

ate values which may encourage or discourage, may conflict with or sup-

port, the values which projects and funding agencies seek to implement.
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To put this point another way, one could say that organization,.) struc.,,

tUres and their uses reflect the balance of influence within a particular

organization.

Strategyr and Authority

The essence of the organizational strategy at the School of

Education was to draw on diverse outside resources in order to achieve

a freedom of program definition which would net have been possible under

the constraints of State and University budgets. By coMbining the advs.-

tages of funds made available from both State and out -of -State agencies,

the School administration would be able to minimize their disadvantages.

The stability of the one would supplement the flexibility of the other.

ThreUgh their association with the School, individuals and projects,

whatever their principal source of direct support, would be able to

share in the extended range'ef opportunitte$4

FundedreSources supplied incentives of three crucial kinds.

000 resource was the appeal of PrOjecte dealing with important, pressing

topics; This appeal to. the hopes and ambitions of many individuals and

the School's ability to demonstrate its commitment by offering itself as

a site for.innovative activities made the recruitment of graduate stu-

dents and faculty possible. For fall semester, 1971, for example, the

School attracted 1,819 graduate applicants and enrolled 489 of them.

More significantly, even with applications on such a large scale, seventy-

five percent of those accepted actually enrolled (University of

Madsichusetts, Graduate School,-1971). In fall, 1972,'with applicants

numbering 2,667, the School still enrolled eighty-one-percent of those

accept-ed-(Oniversity of Masbachusetts,-'GraduAfe-Sch6610072)'.
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This relevance of project topics to the needs of society and

the interests of members was one set of incentives. The opportunities

for individual learning and career preparation which were inherent in

the design and administration of projects were another set. Project ex:.

periences were officially integrated into the curriculum of the School

by awarding course credit for project participation. To what extent

project activism proved itself as education was never a closed question,

remaining a constant topic of concern and debate within the School. But

learning by doing was accepted in theory until proven otherwise, and the

determination of educational quality on specific projects was left to

the evaluation cf students and their faculty advisors. Moreover, the

learning experiences found in projects were intended to.attract faculty

interest also.

Finally, funded projects provided incentives through the finan-

cial benefits of stipends and salaries and non-financial benefits of

travel, secretaries, office space and so forth. All these direct mater-

ial rewards could improve the productivity and professional visibility

of project participants.

Because funded projects held all these incentives, it became a

clear priority of the School administration to encourage students and

faculty to formulate ideas and participate in both the recruitment of

project resources and in the fulfillment of project obligations. Odle

it was important to find resources, it was also important to find indi-

viduals who could administer those resources. Thus it was essential

to build within the School an institutional "ethos" which valued pro-

jeet'work ana'refitolied=bureancrstie-obstadlea.from the paths of School
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members. Inevitably, the needs of School and University administration

conflicted with projects and were seen as obstacles. More importantly,

however, the obstacles were recognized as small ones for the most part

and the submission of proposals for funding continued, as did the.in-

terest in project activities.

. The intent of the Schools strategy, of course, went beyond of-

fering incentives and providing a structure and organizational "ethos"

to assist in their pursuit. The aim was also to draw on project re-

sources once recruited in order to multiply the opportunities and visi-

bility for the organization as a whole. In other words, the intent was

to coordinate, integrate, projects as parts of an encompassing plan,

rather than let them disperse into isolated activities of temporary dur-

ation with benefits restricted to their immediate participants. This

coordinative, integrative authority would have to come from outside the

projects themselves.

The project system has been criticized in the past because by

establishingdirect linkages between faculty and funding agencies, it

was said to undermine the ability of administrators and faculty groups

to govern their organizations. On the one hand, university administra-

tions have grown in order to absorb the management responsibilities

brought on by sponsored research and training programs. On the other

hand, project grants have increased the independence of grant recipi-

ents from central administration and faculty control (Arnold, 1968;

Orlans, 1962),

At the School of Education, the administrative role of the dean

was asserted as a centripetS1 force coordinating and redistributing re-

-Sources, -The-formal authority of `the dean within `the University hier-

archy was reinforced by his special relationship to that hierarchy, a
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relationship derived from understandings reached at the time of his ap-

pointment and reforMulated over several years by the course of events

and additional commitments of University support, both political and

financial. All meMbers of the School depended upon the dean for the

maintenance of their experimental mandate within the University. As the

principal strategist of the School's uses of outside fundiiig, and as the

School's principal recruiter of project funding, the dean was also a

central authority in the maintenance of the project system. Continuing

leadership in the School's relationships with University officials, ex-

ternal funding agencies, school districts,international educational or-

ganizatiOns, and the education profession, could not but serve to rein-

' force the dean's authority within the School regardless of the official

delegation of internal decision-making to student - faculty committees.

Centrality to the flow of resources placed the dean in an envi-

able position as a decision-maker. With offiCial responsibility for

much of the School's resource base, and with'e:clearjuiderstanding of

the agency expectations to which resource use would be held accountable,

he knew when and to what extent resources could be committed to apeCifit

.purposes. This "very cherished power of any administrator [Allen, in-

terview, April, 1972)" created tensions. The School Council and indi-

vidual members of the School could easily see on-the-spot decisions as

thoughtless, or intentional, disregard for the governance structure.

Yet, being in no position to claim authority over a flow of information

and resources unique to the personality rather than to the position-of

the dean) the 'CounCil could not exercise discretionary power-Of its own.

Caught-in this tension, members who obserVed thid"behaVide could
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oscillate between acceptance and resentment of periodic unilateral deci-
,

Oion-making. Acceptance was encouraged to the degree that the decisions

proved to be benevolent ones.

Within the University and the School, it was well, understood

that the unusual talents of the dean made pOssible the successful Con-

centration of formal and informaLauthority.- It was the exOectation of

this individual success that had convinced the University to allow the

new dean the discretion to reshape the "old" School. Within the "new"

School, a similar expectation or hope, bridged the apparentcontradic-a

tion of the dean's wide-rahging freedom to make decisions affecting the

School and the similar freedom of School members to develop their own

interests and projects. As the dean fulfilled these expectations with

actual performance, rapidly expanding both the School's resource base

and Its national visibility, he was able to solidify his authority with

the assistance Of the University's return of overhead through several

000144 ellocatiOns and with direct and indirect contributions from the

projects themselv00

The Future of a Strategy

It'cannot be assumed that the success bred of several years as-

sured a relative permanence of institutional relationships. Changes in

the funding marketplace, changes in the political, acceptance of the

School's projects, changes in personnel within the School and University

would have major impaOt on the long-termWiabi4ty of thalifistitotion-

building Strategy described-in-thie atti40. 8uivival-wotid refltet'the

continuing accuracy of judgmentb Which assumed-Chat goad conditions



existed which permitted such a strategy to succeed and that these condi-

could be harnessed to the development of a vital school of educa-

tion. The dependence on outside project funding was intended to make

the School's members vulnerable, and therefore Alert, to outside influ

ences. All members would be quick to know of shifting currents directly

affectingtheir careers.

The members of every organization seek to protect themselves from

disasterS. As the School's reputation grew and became established:as an

outgrowth-of many shortrterm projects, one might have expected to witness

efforts to protect the newly vested interests from the risks inherent in

relying on transitory resources. One might expect to see the School's

memberi trying to insulate themselves from the possible loss of substan-

tial outside funds and from the possible loss of the dean himself. In

fact, as the School grew and brought national attention to the University,

faculty positions were absorbed into the "hard" State budget and commit-

ments were made of University space for School offices and activities.

Faculty, it was recognized, needed the security of "hard" support within

a University that would not commit itself to support "soft" faculty be-

yond the terms of their grants. Students, on the other hand, with lower

financial expectations and far shorter residency expectations, could

more easily absorb the fluctuations of funding built into the project

system.

As Students and faculty became more differentiated in regard to

theit-depeadende upon the project system, one might alio expedt some

differentiation as regards their loyalty to'it. For Studehts, the sys-.

'teraited-beant:Stire'thati-fihandial siippOti--liebjects-had15roidda4=the

strongest ationales-lefthe reconeotualitation offfa4U16f;and Student
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responsibilities within the School, for the continuing redefinitions of

aeddemit areas of interest, for focusing attention social problems need-

ing _solutions rather than on More removed academic observations of those

problems, for, in sum, the restructuring of the School. Without funding,

graduate students would have fat fewer options from which to seek finan-

cial support related to their program interests, with campus-related

teacher training supervision being the principal source of assistantships.

In many ways, faculty life without the pressures of a project "ethos"

would have been less hectic and more encouraging of other kinds of re-

wards. Faculty could be tempted to reestablish for themselves a system

of publishing and conferences parallel to their professional peers else-

where. Decreased dependence on the dean and the project system for re-

sources could only be counteracted by careful recruiting of new faculty

dedicated to the activist concerns of the Schooll4 earlier experience

with outside funding.

HSWaining a membership of persons who valued innovation would

be the first requirement of any strategy:to institutionalize th0 op0r4-

tional style of the School of Education as this study found it in 1971-

1972. Maintaining a system of incentives providing appropriate rewards

for participation in innovative activities would be the second require-

ment. Assuring that these requirements are fulfilled, and that the or-

ganizational "ethos" is maintained, remains the chief responsibility of

creative administration.

Outside-funding was necessary in order to overcome

internal Univereity resistances to-change. De 6fining the School

as an expe-riment, and-then'byAilloving ontdide'retotYcet to sasidite
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the experiment, the University administration was able to by-pass much

of the divisive internal debate which would have necessarily preceded

reallocations of 'university resources. Instead of preceding, and there-

by bloeking action, these debates could now take place concurrently

with the activities. Opinions could be challenged and changed by ex-

ample and precedent rather than by precept. Further, other changes in

eurriculuM and organizational practice to which the University may have

had no serious objection actually happened only because of the preSS of

events motivated by live projects. Prom this'perspective, funded pre.,

jeets were less important because they were funded than because they

were concrete projecta with expectations of performance established both

within and ()aside the University. A merely internal poject could be

dropped and forgotten. One with the press of outside accountability and

visibility gained a commensurate importance. As the School's reputation

became more established, the project system remained the principal guar-

antee that the School's responsiveness to social issues would not dimin-

ish. The flow of outside resources from School projects had proved it-

self an invaluable stimulus to action.

The flow of resources performed two different functions

in regard to goal formation. On the one hand, if gained with suf-

ficient freedom from external restraints, or if gained under terms

which coincided with personal interests, project resources were powerful

incentives for. the pursuit of individual-goals. On the other hand, the

very availability of resources could-be-an equally powerful incentive

for the reassessment and SubStitutiOn orindiVidual goals. Getting-out-

the'goalof grantSmanship-i-wor gt tvprofebbional aeadernie

Only a- partial means' to the reform of -the School and ihe reform of
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American education. A longer range question posed by this study, how-

ever, must be whether the very ethos of the project orientation, combined

with the formal and informal structural bias toward project activism

could come to ufiderm0e the reforMist goals, substituting for them a fas-

cination with the techniques of grantsmanship. This *again is a question

of balance and judgment. It is a question of whether a large group of

individuals, reacting shatply to the persistent tendency of professional

post-Secondary educators to remc'qe themselves from the conflicts of so-

cial reform, could organize themselves in WayS which encouraged immersion

in those conflicts while still maintaining perspective on the larger

social and educational issues involVeck Immersion in conflict could be

an intense curriculum for individual learning. Assuring that the choice

of conflicts and the method of immersion were educationally valuable,

hwlver, would rqUire great detertanatiOn in asserting the social goals,

the organizational identity, of the "new" $chool of Education as sets of

standards by which new opportunities for resources and :experiences could

be judged by a periodically changing membership.

Continued use of the project grant and contract system.

Honey, to state the obvious, is an invention and tool of human

purposes. The sine la nofi for the creative use of financial resources

in institutional refortii and innovation, in education or elsewhere, is

creative leadership. The problem derived from these assertions is that

of shaping-the delivery-and accounting of financial-resources in Ways-
-2

which encourage creative lea-dershipA make-itself known and-felt. 'Out-

side profedt-fun4ingir-'fhis S6rdyhed held, can be used as-incentives'fOr
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innovative behavior. This result is precisely what was intended by the

formation of many philanthropic foundation. Our emphasis here would be

on the expansion of the project strategy as an incentive for reform and

as a means of identifying leadership talent. Recognizing tb9 talents

of individuals who can organize innovative projects and who can organize

the administrative,andpolitical support systems uponAieh indiVidual

projects: depend add another, and in our view crucial, diMensipp

to the traditional criteria of research and teaching by which members
.

of the education profession are judged. Legitimizing Creative:leader,

ship is perhaps the most important reform that agency money can buy.

At-thesame time, the question of proper balance of incentives

within the nation's post- secondary education system must remain open to

careful scrutiny. Suggestions such as that bythe Newman task force

(Newman et al. 1971) that the States supply at least one-third of each

icampus budget on a project basis raise concerns.that a new professional

elite could be created, Some may respond that this elite already exists

in the form of national 'grantsmen at every major university. But the

present doMinence of more academic criteria has been a restraining in-

fluence. Balance remains the central issue, one which will have to be

studied and decided at many levels. Meanwhile, our broad view is that

the enlarged use of the project grant and contract system offers oppor-

tunities for effective innovation in education.

Expand the diversity of funding amlies

The ability of incipient leadership talent to achieve operational

flexibility -within -a uniiieraity environment is enormously enhatieed-by'the



availability of outside funding. But the diversity of funding opportuni-

ties is as important as basic availability.' Diveriity ensures that free-

dom at one 'location is not paid for by, ultimate dependence at another.

Essentially, a diversity of agencies means that resource allocation de-

cisions take place within a flux of multiple priorities. Diversity of

funding ensures that debate on the issues of educational organization and

experimentation will continue, that individuals with ideas and institu-

tiona with programs can seek support in an intellectual marketplace. The

competition of ideas should be played for real stakes in anticipation of

real outcomes.

Diversity of funding will become increasingly important to the

nation's educational system as that system becomes more rationalized from

an adMinistrative point of view. Publically supported colleges, univer-

sities, and other forms of post."Secondary education are playing a domi-

nant role in shaping the United:States educational resources. Standard-

4.Zation of management OractiCes, facultyOrganiXation campus architecture,

and student curricular options is the underlying threat which has bred

the present interest in innovation. The creation of more, and larger,

public and private agencies whose responsibility is to elicit, review,

support, and evaluate alternative programs will be an essential step in

preserving and expanding the diversity which has been the strength of

the nation's higher education-system. In the past, that diversity has

been based on a foundation of sectarian and-private'giving. In

the future, it appears, the secularization and-profeasionalization of

colleges and'univereitiee'muat be -matched-hy4-prOfessionalization'ot

0,444 ,-Thi'triCkviirbe-to preserve AiVereity-Cif AVofd-:the
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potential uniformity of state control. Creating and maintaining a na-

tional network of incentives for innovation in education is, therefore,

one of this study's principal recommendations. It is also a topic which

calls for further study and advocacy.
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